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What does it look like?
Where does it come from?
What are the effects of it?
How can we guide our kids?
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What does 
Perfectionism 

Look Like?

Avoidance
Explosive Emotions

Perseverance
Overachieving

Underachieving
Frustration

Procrastination
Disorganization
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Perfectionism

vs.

Striving for
Perfection
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Perfectionism says:

You either Succeed or Fail, 
and if you fail,

you DIE

Quieting the Tape:

Play the Story to the End
Regularly Challenge 

“good” & “bad”
Deep breathing / square 

breathing

Perfectionism says:

Only the end matters, 
and if the ending isn’t the best,

You are worthless

Quieting the Tape:

Best Case / Worst Case Game
Label the perfectionist voice 

through questions
Goals exist to give us the 

journey
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Perfectionism says:

If you’re going to do it, do it well
If you don’t think you can do it well,

DON’T EVEN TRY

Quieting the Tape:

Choose what to bomb
Assign value to tasks – not 

everything is a 5
Talk about expected time to 

complete the task

Perfectionism says:

If you have to learn something new,
YOU ARE A FAILURE

Quieting the Tape:

Teach them the learning 
process

Create a Plan to Tolerate 
Learning

Power Posing
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My Plan to Tolerate Learning
I will know that I am feeling the frustration of learning when:

I will calm my body by:

I will calm my brain by telling myself:

I will know I’m ready to learn again when:

When I’m ready to learn again, I can ask the following people 
to help me:

I will gather extra supplies, tools, or resources to help me, like:

I will take a deep breath and start on the activity again.

Perfectionism says:

You’ve failed so many times,
You have made no progress

You’ll NEVER get it

Quieting the Tape:

Normalize Mistakes
Skill Acquisition Timeline
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I am 
reading  
longer 
chapter 
books

I read 
easier 
chapter 
books with 
pictures

I am 
reading  
longer 
chapter 
books

I learned 
the 
alphabet

I read 
single 
words

I read 
picture 
books

I read 
easier 
chapter 
books with 
pictures

I am 
reading  
longer 
chapter 
books

I read 
picture 
books

I read 
easier 
chapter 
books with 
pictures

I am 
reading  
longer 
chapter 
books

Perfectionism says:

You Can Do it All
And you should be able to do it,

WITHOUT HELP

Quieting the Tape:

Model Asking For Help
Self-Compassion
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Schedule Anxiety
Praise the Process

Label the Anxiety Producing Story
How is this trying to help me?

Heather Boorman

heatherb@boormancounseling.com

Blog / podcast

Consult

Coming Soon:
Gifted Kids Workbook

Bits of Wisdom
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